
Week 1: We Are Superheros

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Materials

We are
superheroes :

Imagine you are a
superhero, think of
your powers,
design your
costume. Design
these on paper.

Building superhero:

Using wire and
beads to create the
outline of your
superhero (can be
as big or small as
you like).

Animations:

Make short stop
motion animations
based on the comic
books created on
Monday.

Costume:

Imagine you are
that superhero. Use
fabrics to create a
costume for your
superhero self.

Famous Artist
Superhero Study:

Looking at the work
of Roy Litchetstein
create a POP ART
work of your
superhero.

Make your
superhero comic
book.

Add paper to wire
superhero sculpture

Making the pieces
for stop motion
(characters and
scenes etc)

Add details to the
costume using
needle work (use
the plastic child
friendly needles).

Together create a
pop art sunset
using pens and
bubble rap. Run
through step by
step how to make
this.

Carry on making
superhero comic
books

Create a base from
clay and beads for
your wire superhero
sculpture.

Filming stop motion
(use teachers
phone to record
these in groups of 3
or 4 children).

Finish off making
costumes and
spending some
time dressing up in
costume and
explaining to
friends.



Week 2: Imaginary Lands

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Materials

Imagine you are
king or queen of an
imaginary land…

Design your flag
using felt and PVA

Building the land:

Design a city scape
onto paper
(imagine you are an
architect).

Finishing off
building cityscape
with recycled
materials (painting
etc...

Make a sunset
cityscape scene
using watercolour
and foam board to
print buildings.
Learning about
background and
foreground.

Make a sculpture:
Use lollipop sticks
and other parts to
create your dream
home.Teacher to
help children using
the glue gun to
stick the lollipop
sticks together.

Rules and laws to
live by, create a
book of laws and
rules using cool
pens. Can be
illustrated rules too.

Make in 3D format
with recycled
materials
(cardboard, old
plastic bottles etc).

All children working
together to build
one big city using
all their finished
pieces.

Use masking tape
and other colourful
tapes to build a
city’s road system
onto the ground
outside. Tape the
shapes of roads,
where will they lead
to?

Use string and
other loose parts to
add finer detail to
your dream home
lollipop sculptures.

Making your crown
out of lots of 3D
materials.

Carry on making in
3D format with
recycled materials

Children imaginary
play in city

Add to the roads
some buildings
using paper. Cut
shapes and stick
them to the road
map. This is what
you would like to
have in your
imaginary city.

Use acrylic paint to
add colour to the
lollipop stick
sculptures.



Week 3: Restaurateurs

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Materials

Dream Restaurant:
Imagine you own a
restaurant. Think of
what foods you
would like to have
on your menu.
Draw the foods and
design a menu for
your restaurant.

Use charcoal to
sketch the
imaginary foods
from your menu.
Learning about
tone, highlights,
depth etc.

Create a poster
advertising your
new imaginary
restaurant to
others. How can
you make it look
and sound like the
best restaurant in
the world?

Using acrylic paint
to design plates,
bowls, cups for
imaginary
restaurants onto
paper.

Paint clay plates,
bowls, cups from
yesterday's
session.

Create foods with
modeling clay (use
play dough)

Make and create a
cool chef's hat, one
that you would
wear in your
imaginary
restaurant.

Mono print the
foods you will have
on your menu.

Make in 3D form
the plates, bowls,
cups from this
morning's design
using clay.
Technique: Pinch
pots and how to
make clay into
shapes

Go into the garden
and collect natural
materials to make a
natural collage of
the food from your
menu. Grass can
be used as
spaghetti or mud
for chocolate cake
etc.

Paint a picture for
the front cover of
your menu

Make a food
collage of how the
food will look using
recycled papers.

Print with real
foods, what
combination of
these foods will you
use?

Finishing off clay
pieces.

Tea party/picnic in
the garden with all
of the imaginary
foods. Using all the



Week 4: Going into Outer Space

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Imagine you are an
astronaut going into
outer space.
Design a new
planet for the solar
system. What will
be special about
your planet?

Paint and decorate
planets using the
modroc plantes
from yesterday.
Lots of loose parts
to be used along
with acrylic paints.

Use chalk pastels
to create your
imaginary galaxy,
the place where
your planet is.
Learning about
blending
techniques onto
black paper.

Spaceships: How
will you reach your
planet from earth?
Design a cool
spaceship onto
paper.

Use the technique
of paper marbling
to create lots of
other planets to go
into your imaginary
solar system.

Design your space
costume. How
would your space
suit look? Use
paints, pencils etc
to design these
onto paper.

Carry on painting
and decorating
modroc planets but
add texture with
tissue paper, cotton
wool, sequins etc.

Use white paper
and charcoal to
draw the moon for
your planet. Use
observational
drawing to create
these from moon
print outs.

Use collage to
make the
background of the
spaceship.

What other planets
will be in this
imaginary solar
system. Create a
hanging mobile of
all the other planets
and name them all.

Use modroc and
balloons to make
the shape of a
planet ready to
decorate. Leave to
dry outside.

Are there aliens on
these imaginary
planets? Make an
alien headband and
pretend to be
aliens!

Make moon rocks
from clay and
glitter.

Paint moon rocks,
these could even
be rainbow moon
rocks!

Carry on making
the solar system
mobiles.





Week 5: On an Expedition to Discover New Creatures.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Imagine you are an
explorer setting off
on a bit adventure
to discover new
species. Where
would you go first?
Make a map of the
places you will visit
on your exploration.

What new species
will you discover on
your adventure.
Design these onto
paper using pencils
and paints.

What clothing and
equipment will you
need for your
exploration? Design
and name new
contraptions to help
keep you safe on
your travels.

Make a cool flip
book of new animal
species. This can
be done as a game
where each child
passes the book
round the table
each drawing one
part of the animal
until we end up with
something totally
crazy.

Use old magazines
to make a crazy
collage of a wild
jungle scene. Use
parts of the
magazine to make
funny creatures,
plants and other
wild things.

Artist Study: Henri
Rousseu. Looking
at the way the artist
worked, he
imagined he was
an explorer in the
jungle and made
beautiful jungle
paintings. Have a
go at making your
own. First make
observational

Use modeling clay
to make 3D
versions of your
new species.

Using loose parts
and recycled
materials create 3D
versions of your
new equipment,
these could be a
special pair of
binoculars that
make you see for
many miles.

Make animal masks
of your new species
found on your
exploration using
cardboard, loose
parts and a stick to
hold it up.

Artist Study: Joan
Miro. Taking
inspiration from this
artist use lots of
bright colours to
divide the page and
make a funky, weird
creature drawing.



drawings of plants
in the garden.

Add in tigers, lions
and monkeys all
hiding somewhere
in your painting.
Just like Henri
Rousseau

Use wire to make
sculptures of your
new species.

Decorate and paint
equipment.

Outdoor fun time!
Play games with
new animal species
masks. Pretend to
be these animals.
How do they move.
What noises do
they make etc.

Using straws and
lots of watered
down paint to make
silly imaginary
creatures.



Week 6:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday


